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My Heart Belongs to Daddy! And it takes just one look at the pictures of Blade T Bannon to know
why: These bulky fellows and their rough sex appeal are simply irresistible. You will hardly nd
another book that bursts with testosterone as much as "Daddy Hunt" does. And it's hard to think of
something more enticing than going into the lion's den where daddy's gonna teach you a lesson you
won't forget. "Daddy Hunt" will enthrall any man who is willing to subject himself to lust and
pleasure.
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Blade T Bannon is a photographer/artist who goes against the grain. While most photographers who
concentrate on the male physique opt for the shaved, oiled, muscle defined gym devotees, Bannon
instead seeks out models who most people would label `real men' - and that label being assigned in
awe of the prototype for macho.In the artist's words, `Being a photographer is a love of mine.
Having been on the other side of the camera helped me understand things from the model's
perspective. My mission is to not only bring out the strongest physical traits a model possesses but
most importantly to capture their personality. I love to create an image that expresses an emotion or
evokes a feeling.'And find and capture that he does. This book is filled with hairy rough trade types,
though without a doubt many of these modes are gentle caring guys in reality. The photos are
posed both indoors and outdoors, dressed and undressed, aroused or at ease. And in every full
page image there is personality pouring out all over the place.Blade T Bannon became highly

respected with the success of his being featured in `Hair: Hairy Men in Gay Art, in FUR: the love of
Hair, and in Turnon:Muscles - all published by Bruno GmÃ¼nder, as well as his own earlier
successful publication My Mentor, My Guide: A Handbook for Daddies and Boys for the New
Generation. There is definitely a public for Bannon's art and it seems to be growing. This is a
well-produced, richly colorful monograph of Daddies! Grady Harp, August 12

This is a great book loaded with pictures of a lot of mature and very hot men. It is mostly targeted at
the gay audience, but I think that there are some women that would enjoy looking at this book as
well. The photographer, Blade T. Bannon managed to capture great pictures of real men in this
book. These are very masculine men with hair where there is suppose to be hair. It's not a bunch of
shaved, slim, models like most books like this seem to feature. It's real men and good looking ones
as well.This book has mostly what I would consider Bears, but I guess that's because I am a Bear
and in my 40's. I guess I would be considered a Daddy now. When I think of Daddies, I think a little
older from 60 and up, but I love this book.

A very up close and personal look at the masculine adult body. These men are everyday men who
exud virility and manliness. A very nicely bound book with beautiful pictures.

Hunky. Great book.
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